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Thermal Print Solutions
Labels • Ribbons • Printers • Support • Software

Logistics Solutions
VMI •  Kan-ban • JIT  •  EDI/MRP Interface

DURABLE LABELS 

DRG offers a broad range of pressure-sensitive 
labels built to perform and outlast indoor and 
outdoor environmental tests. Our solutions 
include agency approvals and identification 
labels, primary and secondary packaging 
labels, specialty items such as promotional 
labels and customized security labels.

WIRE AND CABLE
IDENTIFICATION 

DRG’s wire and cable ID products are ideal for 
terminated cables or wires that may need 
additional abrasion or chemical resistance. 
The material is easy to use, and our team 
provides cost-savings options through 
recognized industry leaders.

DOMED LABELS 

DRG’s Our domed labels provide a polished 
look combined with long-lasting durability. 
DRG domed labels are a choice label option 
for companies looking to stand out.

IFUs, INSTRUCTION
SHEETS & MANUALS

Your customer needs to be able to clearly 
identify how to assemble, install and operate 
your product. DRG provides flat instruction 
sheets, folded instruction sheets, instruction 
manuals and more.

INSERT CARDS AND TAGS 

Looking for additional packaging support? Our 
non-pressure sensitive tags and insert cards 
complement our label options and can be run 
to meet your volume needs.

PACKAGING/SPECIALTY
TAPES

As a 3M distributor we can reduce your supply 
base by supplying packaging tapes for hand 
dispensers and large automated lines.  A 
variety of cost conscious, specialty and high 
performance 3M packaging tapes can be 
sourced through DRG Technologies and added 
to our VMI program offerings. 

EXTENDED-CONTENT
LABELS/BOOKLETS

ECL booklets can add IFU in multiple languages 
using small portions of product real estate.  
They can be used to promote your brand while 
containing essential ingredient information 
and directions under the label.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ID 
LABELS/HIGH-TEMPERATURE
LABELS 

We offer a variety of high-performance, 
printed circuit board (PCB) labels designed to 
outlast temperature and chemical tests.

THERMAL
TRANSFER PRINTERS

As Honeywell partners we are able to support 
your Thermal Transfer and Direct Thermal 
printer needs.  Ranging from small desktop 
printers to industrial printers that can handle 
a load of 10k+ labels a day DRG can lower your 
capital expenditures costs by providing 
competitive pricing.

THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBONS

Usually an MRO spend DRG can support cost 
savings goals by providing Thermal Transfer 
ribbons for a variety of labeling needs.  Wax, 
Resin & Resin/Wax ribbons are all available to 
be consolidated and managed through a VMI 
program and very aggressive prices.


